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Abstract
The aim of this sociolinguistically-oriented study is to explore the Arabizi phenomenon which is characterized
by spelling Arabic words using the Latin script. It is prevalent in the text-based computer-mediated
communications among Saudi Arabians. The study focuses on why Arabizi is used, how, particularly in respect
to with whom and in which topics, it is used, the attitudes of its users toward its use and the perceived
advantages and disadvantages of its use. Using an online survey, data were collected from 241 participants, 72 of
which were users of Arabizi. The findings revealed that the primary reasons for using Arabizi were its being a
communication code among youths and a compensation for the lack of Arabic keyboard from technological
devices as well as being more expressive than Arabic language. It was also found that Arabizi was primarily
used to communicate with friends and individuals of the same age, but not with parents and older people or in
formal relationships. In addition, the study revealed that Arabizi is used in occasional conversations and social
matters, but not in academic, scientific, business, economic, religious or poetry and literature- related topics.
Arabizi users were found to hold both positive and negative attitudes based on different advantages and
disadvantages of the phenomenon. These findings will be discussed and recommendations for future research
will be given.
Keywords: sociolinguistics, Arabizi, social media, Saudi youth
1. Introduction
Text-based computer and mobile phone mediated communications are very popular worldwide (Al-Salman,
2017). The nature of these communications and specifically how they impact language and give rise to different
linguistic phenomenon has become the focus of a great body of research (Herring, 2012). This line of research is
concerned with studying the characteristics of Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC) language and how it
differs from the speaking and writing modalities of linguistic output (Crystal, 2005). Such research has revealed
deviations (termed as textisms) from the standard form of a language such as English (Herring, 2012). Textisms
that have been observed included, for example, non-standard typography such as the use of special
non-alphabetic symbols and non-standard orthography such as the use of non-standard spelling based on the
phonetic pronunciation of words (Crystal, 2008; Farina & Lyddy, 2011; Thurlow & Poff, 2011). This line of
research also tried to explore the sociolinguistic aspects of these textisms to understand the causes and factors
leading to their rise in CMC language. The proposed causes included to overcome technical limitations such as
the message size, to sound informal in order to ensure intimacy or to construct social identity and perform group
membership (e.g., Androutsopoulos, 2011; Tagg, 2009; Thurlow & Poff, 2011). Textisms have been observed in
the CMC communications cross-linguistically. For example, they have been observed in text-based
communications among youths in Germany (e.g., Bieswanger, 2008), Netherlands (e.g., Verheijen, 2017),
France (e.g., Lanchantin, Simoës-Perlant & Largy, 2014), Slovenia, Croatia and Serbia (e.g., Miličević, Ljubešić,
& Fišer, 2017). In some countries, whose national language uses a non-Latin script in its writing system such as
Greek and Arabic, one of the observed textisms is spelling out words by the Latin script (e.g., Bies et al., 2014;
Spilioti, 2009). It is the language arising from such textism in Arabic, which is termed Arabizi, and particularly
its sociolinguistic aspects that are the focus of the present study.
2. Research Objectives
The aim of this socio-linguistically oriented study to explore the ‘Arabizi’ phenomenon in computer-mediated
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communication among Saudi Arabians. The objective of the study is to understand the following:
1) Why some Saudi Arabians use Arabizi.
2) How Saudi Arabians use Arabizi, specifically with respect to topics, and with whom. And conversely what
topics are not discussed with Arabizi.
3) The attitudes of Saudi Arabians towards the use of Arabizi to communicate with one another.
4) The perceived advantages and disadvantages of using Arabizi.
3. Literature Review
3.1 Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC): The Global Context
Computer-mediated communication (CMC) refers to a form of writing that is primarily technology-based and is
predominantly used in the cyberspace. It is defined by Jacob (2008, p. 470) as “the practice of using networked
computers and alphabetic text to transmit messages between people or groups of people across space and time”.
CMC incorporates a variety of styles of communication the first being synchronous, also known as real-time
communication, which is mostly identified when individuals are taking part in instant messaging (MOOs or
Internet relay chat) (Herring & Androutsopoulos, 2015). The second form of writing is asynchronous, also
identified as delayed communication, which is experienced via emails or website bulletin boards (Herring &
Androutsopoulos, 2015). This form of conversation has a longer reply period than instant messaging before
replies are received; however, depending on the topic of discussion waiting periods with urgent matters
highlighting swift acknowledgments. The last form of CMC writing styles is hypermedia, also known as
hyper-textual, which is based on linking a variety of people to one conversation (Herring & Androutsopoulos,
2015). Although CMC is conventionally performed through computers, other technological devices such as
mobile phones and tablets are at our disposal for this purpose. Text-based CMC through different devices (e.g.,
computers, mobile phones) and particularly the sociolinguistic aspects giving rise to different linguistic
phenomena in messaging are the focus of this study.
3.2 The Rise of Messaging Language and (Socio) Linguistic Interest
In the 1990s, mobile phone manufactures made it possible for a variety of people to own mobile phones beyond
the intended market of businesspersons who were in need of a means to communicate while on the move (Marsh,
2005). In Finland, a marketing research study by mobile giant Nokia, which at the time had established itself as a
leading mobile device provider, showed that Short Message Service (SMS) was becoming increasingly popular
(Marsh, 2005). Evidently, in 1997, the texting bubble developed (Thurlow & Brown, 2003) and today it has
become the most popular communication method around the world with more than 350 billion text messages
sent monthly via different mobile applications (Al- Salman, 2017). Texting has even become more popular than
voice communication in many places around the world such as Japan and Hong Kong (Thurlow & Poff, 2011).
According to Harmer (2011) for the first time in the history of communication, messages could be sent as well as
received with little restrictions of place or time; additionally, this could be done without the knowledge of any
nearby party. Grinter and Eldridge (2013) state that this new trend had very little to do with technology, but it is
seen as a new form of communication culture that encouraged the expression of thoughts in 160 characters.
Research in the past two decades has started studying the text-based CMC in the aim of understanding this
emergent and widespread phenomenon, especially among young people and how it affects language (Herring,
2012). Some researchers tried to describe the phenomenon in terms of how similar or different it is from the
writing and speaking modalities. For example, Herring (2011, p. 2) maintains that “users experience CMC in
fundamentally similar ways to spoken conversation, despite CMC being produced and received by written
means”. In addition, describing CMC language Kloučková (2013, p. 75) states that it is a “written speech with
people writing as if they were speaking”. Other scholars have even claimed that the language of the CMC
constitutes a third modality, which means that it is totally different from writing and speech. For example,
Crystal (2005, p. 1) states that CMC language “differs in fundamental respects from traditional speech and from
writing”. Because of this, Crystal argues that CMC language should not be considered a mix of writing and
speaking, but a third modality which has its own distinct characteristics. This has resulted in a growing body of
research attempting to describe how and under what circumstances CMC language is different from writing and
speech at both the utterance and discourse levels and cross-linguistically (Herring, 2012).
3.3 Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC): The Romanization of Arabic
Arabizi is primarily characterized by the use of Latin script to spell out Arabic words. Why and how Arabizi is
used as well as the attitudes towards it and the perceived advantages and disadvantages of its use are the focus of
this study and the particular setting of the study is Saudi Arabia. To date, it is believed that only two studies (i.e.,
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AbuSa‟aleek, 2014; Kenali et al., 2016) have been conducted on the use of Arabizi in Saudi Arabia and these are
limited in scope (see section 3.5). However, since Arab countries have a shared language and culture, studies on
Arabizi in other Arab countries are useful in this context and could enhance our understanding of the
phenomenon. This section starts with an overview of two previous attempts to Romanize Arabic and how they
were confronted as this might enlighten our exploration of the attitudes towards the use of Arabizi. Following
this, previous literature on Arabizi is reviewed. Before the 1990s, there were significant calls for the
restructuring of Arabic language particularly in writing through the Romanization of Arabic script with Latin.
Throughout the 1880s, Egyptian Linguistic scholars led by Wilhelm Spitta and Karl Vollars argued out a variety
of reasons as to the reform of Arabic specifically due to the increasing global use of Latin scripts (Halpern,
2007). However, their preposition was highly criticized and finally rejected due to a variety of reasons.
According to Rushdi‐Saleh et al. (2011), most of the scholars against the Romanization of Arabic script as
considered such notions as unnecessary because of the geographical nature of Arabic nations throughout North
Africa and the Gulf and primarily conservation of the Arabic culture (Bassiouney, 2009).
It should be noted that in the 1880s, the globalization phenomenon was not realized, with most cross-border
relation being restrictive to culture and language and then the restructure of Arabic had little significance to the
people. Later in the 1990s, Salama Mosa rekindled the discussion of Romanization of Arabic script, his
arguments centering on the premise that Latin script was more effective than Arabic script in reference to the
academic fields (Mosa, 1998). According to Mosa, the Arabic script is dissociative with globalization as it is one
of the very few languages that is related with a religion, Islam; additionally, stating that Arabic was significantly
harder to learn for foreign academics (Mosa, 1998). Mosa strongly advocated for a movement that sought to
convince native Arabic speakers that the Arabic language was incapable of being used in scientific progress.
However, one of his biggest critics was his complete disregard for the noteworthy scientific achievements of
Arabic speaking scholars and scientists that had been made during the Islamic Golden Age. Moreover, as argued
by Széll (2011), there exists no proof that the Arabic language, particularly its written script, is more challenging
to study as a foreign language (AFL) than other languages for instance Chinese. By the same token, there exists
no evidence to date that demonstrates the efficiencies of using Latin scripts when transcribing Arabic letters;
subsequently, all efforts for Romanization of Arabic were significantly contested by both Muslim enthusiasts as
well as Arab nationalists (Muhammed, Farrag, Elshamly, & Abdel-Ghaffar, 2011). According to Shaalan and
Raza (2007), Romanization of Arabic was offensive to the Arabic culture given that as a language the Arabic
script was part of ancient civilization lasting over fourteen centuries. However, although the Romanization of
Arabic in the 19th and 20th centuries failed, an attempt in the 21st century, i.e., Arabizi, has succeeded.
3.4 Arabizi: A Linguistic Perspective
As indicated by Attwa (2012) the term Arabizi is a derivative of the words ‘Arabic’ and ‘Inglizee’ or English in
Arabic. Yaghan (2008) defines it as a modern-day Arabic ‘slang’ that switches from English to Arabic
conversations. Allehaiby (2013) states that due to its profile Arabizi is predominantly employed in
Computer-mediated Communication (CMC), thus defining it as a form of Arabic that uses arithmographemes as
an additional feature. Arabizi is considered a system of orthographic representations of the spoken language and
this is why there appears to be one orthographic system (shared rules) for Arabizi regardless of in which Arab
country it is used, but these representations reflect dialectal differences based on the Arabic dialect the user speaks
(Bahrainwala, 2011). Arabizi is described as an encoding system that employs the use of Latin script as well as
Arabic numerals in place for Arabic words (Palfreyman & Khalil, 2013). As presented by Ayish and Mellor (2015),
each English letter represents an Arabic phoneme that tends to be similar in pronunciation, on the other hands, the
Arabic numerals compensate the Arabic phonemes which do not exist in English; however, they resemble Arabic
letters in appearance. In some instances, accent marks are employed to Arabic phenomes along with numerals for
instance  ظis represented by ‘6’. Figure 1 provides an example communication sample in Arabizi.
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Figuure 1. Screenshhot of a text coonversation thaat highlights usse of Arabizi
Source: Allehhaiby, 2013, p. 544.

It is evidennt in Figure 1. that the two sspeakers are ussing both Engllish and Arabic words but inn a Latin scriptt. For
instance, thhe third messaage uses the ‘7’’ instead of thee Arabic phoneeme ح/ħ/ to sayy Alhamdulillaah, so it is prese
ented
as ‘Al7am
mdellah’ (‘Thannk Allah’). Thiis Arabic letterr ( )حseems to llook similar inn appearance too the correspon
nding
number (77); this is also true
t
for most syymbols used inn Arabizi as thhe following taable of Arabizii symbols show
ws.
Table 1. A
Arabizi symbols (source: Alleehaiby, 2013, pp. 55)
Phonetic Description
Voiced gglottal stop/ʔ/
Devoicedd pharyngeal
fricative //ħ/
Voicelesss velar
fricative //x/
Voicelesss velarized
alveolar ffricative/sˤ/
Voiced vvelarized dento-alvveolar stop
/dˤ/
Voicelesss velarized dento-alveolarstop
/tˤ/
Voiced vvelarized interdenttal fricative
/ðˤ/
Voiced ppharyngeal fricativve /ʕ/
Voiced uuvular
fricative//ɣ/
Voicelesss uvular stop
/q/

Arabic Letter
ء
ح

Arithmographem
me
2
7

English Lettters

خ

5 -‘7

Kh

ص

9

Ru5am/ rru’7am/
rukham ((marble)
9ad (catcch)

ض

‘9

D

Ma’9rab// madrab (racket)

ط

6

6alib (stuudent)

ظ

‘6

‘6abi (gaazelle)

ع
غ

3
‘3

La3ib (pllayer)
‘3areeb ((strange)

ق

8, 2 (in some Araabic
dialects)

H

K

Examplee Text
Bala2 (diisaster)
7alwa/haalwa (candy)

8arib/ 2aarib/
karib (booat)

From Tablle 1 above it is clear that anotther feature of A
Arabizi is its extensive use of vowels. Accoording to a stud
dy by
Attwa (2012), vowels inn Arabic are opptional and in ssome instancess, they may be omitted altogeether in accord
dance
with the sppeakers’ backgground, contexxt, as well as the number off characters thhat are supportted in one mod
de of
communiccation to anotheer. For examplle, Twitter onlyy allows 11 chaaracters subseqquently vowelss may be omittted or
used as prresented by thee user. Additioonally, Altomaa (2014) noted that the is a ssignificant deppendence in context
when it comes to Arabizii considering iit is mostly useed in informal ssituations and is airily similaar to CMC lang
guage
which alloows the use of shorthand abbreviations suchh as LOL, ASA
AP, or YOLO
O.
3.5 Previous Studies on Arabizi
A
as a M
Means of Comm
munication
which examined code-switcching between Arabizi and English (Aboelezz
There are very few reseearch works w
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2009; Al-Khatib & Sabbah, 2008; Keong et al., 2015). In Saudi Arabia, there are only two empirical studies
which have investigated reasons for Arabizi use (Assalman & Haraq, 2014; Romaih, 2014). Although these
studies were empirical, the results suffered from many limitations. Both studies primarily used a close-ended
survey and addressed the general population. The research of Assalman and Haraq (2014) and Romaih (2014),
similar to other research reported earlier, warned that Arabizi could negatively affect its users and that
institutions in the Saudi society should be aware of these effects in order to minimize the associated risks. Taha
(2015) used three focus groups to explore how college students in an Arab country use and perceive Arabizi.
This research concludes that the majority of respondents stated that compared to classic Arabic language,
Arabizi is more expressive, trendy, and cool. The majority of the respondents also said that lack of adequate
Arabic language in private schools, lack of speaking Arabic at home, as well as the smartphones and social
media contributed to the wide use of Arabizi. They also stated that the use of Arabizi is a threat to the Arabic
language and Arab identity. Most recently, Alghamdi and Petraki (2018) investigated the reasons why young
Saudi Arabians use Arabizi online and their attitudes towards its use. This study used 131 questionnaires
distributed on social networking sites, and 20 interviews conducted with Saudi users of Arabizi. The findings
revealed that the participants use Arabizi because (1), it is the language of their peers, (2) it is cool and stylish, (3)
they have difficulties with the Arabic language, and (4) Arabizi constitutes a secret code, allowing escape from
judgments of the older generation. The study concludes that Arabizi is a strong marker of Arab youth identity
and group solidarity.
4. Methodology
4.1 Participants
This study used the probability sampling technique to collect data from a sample of 241 participants, who are
Saudi Arabians and are aware of and/or use Arabizi in their text-based CMC conversations and thus are
considered to be representative of the Arabizi user population. In this study, both sample size and sample scheme
were taken into consideration and these were facilitated by the nature of the phenomenon under investigation
(Arabizi) and the method used for data collection.
4.2 Data Collection
The (online) survey method was used; survey is a very useful technique to collect quantitative data through
closed format (multiple choice) and open format questions (Adams & Cox, 2008). As also pointed out by Adams
and Cox, this method allows for obtaining data from a large number of participants particularly when responses
are collected through the Internet. Therefore, this technique makes it possible to collect quantitative data and in a
relatively short time. This makes it more suitable in the light of the objectives and time limitations of this
research. A survey with 38 close-ended and open-ended questions was prepared for this study. The first 9
questions focused on biographical information about gender, age, education, first language background and
dialect as well as the knowledge of Arabic and English and writing abilities in both languages. The remaining 29
questions dealt with questions corresponding to the four objectives of the study and in order to draw responses
that could answer the research questions. However, the questions in the questionnaire were not organized in the
order realized in the objectives but rather in a way to maintain smoothness in moving from one question to
another by participants. Eighteen of these questions focused on the participants’ knowledge and use of Arabizi
with respect to how long and how frequently it is used by them, with whom, how they first heard about it and
learned it and what they do when they do not understand part of the message communicated to them in Arabizi
(Q: 10–23, 27–30 and 35–36). One question (Q: 24) dealt with the reasons of using Arabizi and this provided
multiple choices and the participant was asked to choose as many answers as apply or give additional reasons in
a space provided for this purpose. Two open-format questions asked about the topics in which Arabizi is
preferred (Q: 25) and not preferred (Q: 26). Further, four closed and open-ended questions focused on
participants’ attitudes and their perception of the surrounding community attitudes of the use of Arabizi (Q: 31–
34). Finally, two open format questions explored the perceived advantages (Q: 37) and disadvantages (Q: 38) of
the use of Arabizi from the participants’ perspectives.
4.3 Data Analysis
To analyze this qualitative data, thematic content analysis was conducted. As stated by Maguire and Delahunt
(2017), thematic analysis is conducted through finding pattern in the data, identifying themes and organizing data
into these themes and then describing, summarizing and reporting them. These steps were followed to analyze the
qualitative data in this study. First, responses were obtained from Google forms in an Excel spreadsheet.
Responses to the 13 questions were organized in different columns of the spreadsheet and these were dealt with
one by one individually. Next, qualitative response columns were scanned to identify answers that were similar
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and patternned together within
w
each collumn. Followinng this, these aanswers whichh patterned toggether were giv
ven a
theme reprresenting them
m and then coluumns of respoonses were cheecked again to confirm that ppatterns of ansswers
matched thhe themes giveen to them. Thhese themes wiill be describedd, summarizedd and reported in the next sec
ction.
In reportinng direct quotees from our parrticipants, anonnymized codess will be used as that AU reffers to Arabizi User
and ANU rrefers to Arabiizi Non-Users and a number will be added to this. So, forr instance, AU10 refers to Arrabizi
user numbber 10 and ANU
U90 is Arabizii non-user num
mber 90.
5. Results
5.1 Reasonns for Using orr Rejecting Arrabizi
This sectioon reports the reasons
r
our paarticipants stateed for embraciing Arabizi as a communicattion system in their
text-basedd CMC conversations. It alsoo presents the reasons given by the non-ussers who were excluded from
m the
study for ttheir rejection of this system
m. Nine differennt reasons werre revealed byy the study for the use of Ara
abizi,
which are summarized inn Figure 2 beloow. The figure shows that moore than a half oof the participaants (N = 39; 54
4.9%)
thought thhat they commuunicated in Arrabizi because it is a commuunication codee among their ggeneration and
d this
was the m
most widely poointed out reasson by our parrticipants. Anoother relativelyy popular reason revealed by
y the
results wass the lack of Arrabic keyboardd; this was refeerred to by abouut one third (N
N = 23; 32.4%) of the respond
dents.
In additionn, some particippants (N = 10; 14.1%) believved that they feelt they could fr
freely express tthemselves better in
Arabizi moore than in Arabic. A slightlly lower number of respondeents (N = 8; 111.3%) thought that replicating the
western cuulture was theirr reason for using Arabizi. M
Moreover, a reaason indicated by 6 (8.5%) reespondents wass that
the Latin sscript is easierr to use than thhe Arabic one.. Other reasonns that were m
mentioned by a smaller numb
ber of
participantts were to com
mmunicate withh those who sspeak but cannnot read Arabicc (5 participannts; 7%), for fu
un (2
participantts; 2.8%), to do what others do (2 participaants; 2.8%) annd because it iss a new experieence (1 participant;
1.4%).

Figure 2. Reasons ffor using or rejecting Arabizii
p
(N
N = 161) who ddid not use Arrabizi mentionned a number oof reasons for their
On the othher hand, the participants
rejection oof this communnication system
m. These reasoons were groupped under seveen general them
mes as follows:
1) They w
were proud of Arabic
A
and therrefore preferreed to use it in ttheir CMC com
mmunication ((e.g., “I like Arabic
language” (ANU10); “I am proud of A
Arabic languagge” (ANU121))).
U7); “It is not suitable for my
y age”
2) They thought Arabizi was not suitabble to be used ((e.g., “It is not suitable” (ANU
(ANU14); “It is the wronng way to exprress Arabic” (A
ANU57)).
n
to use Araabizi (“I do noot have a practical reason to uuse it” (ANU5)); “There is no need
3) They did not feel the need
for it” (AN
NU61); “Not all people unnderstand it” ((ANU2); “nott popular amoong people” (A
ANU8); “I am
m not
convincedd to use it” (AN
NU48); “all peoople I contact understand Arrabic” (ANU1554)).
4) They could express themselves
t
beetter in Arabicc or English (ee.g., “The Araabic language is clearer and
d can
express meanings betterr” (ANU16); ““I can express myself in bothh Arabic and E
English. usingg Arabizi migh
ht not
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give the m
meaning I want”” (ANU25).
5) They beelieved that Arabizi
A
was diffficult to use (ee.g., “It is diffficult to use” ((ANU62); “It iis difficult to read”
r
(ANU86); “If the other person
p
does noot understand iit, it takes longger to convey w
what I want” (A
ANU150).
6) They thhought that thhe use of Arabbizi had a neggative damaginng impact on the Arabic lannguage (e.g., “it is
damaging Arabic languaage” (ANU11); “it will put ann end to the use of Arabic lannguage” (ANU
U20); “it is a da
anger
for Arabicc language” (A
ANU91); “it is a threat to Araabic language aand identity” ((ANU99); “it iis damaging Arabic
culture” (1153); “it has a negative influuence on spelliing” (ANU1344); “to maintaiin the purity of Arabic langu
uage”
(ANU58).
Arabic languagge (e.g., “it is ann insult to the user”
u
7) They beelieved that Araabizi was an innsult to the otheer user or the A
(ANU23); “it is an insultt to Arabic lannguage” (ANU
U19); “it is an innsult to the lannguage of Quran” (ANU44).
5.2 The Soocial Context of Arabizi
This sectioon reports the results about how Arabizi is used with rregard to its soocial context. It will particu
ularly
focus on w
with whom parrticipants usedd it and the toppics of their communicationss and converseely with whom
m they
would nott use it and what
w
topics theey would avertt to talk abouut. The survey results showeed that friendss and
strangers iin online platfo
forms were thee first points of contact in A
Arabizi for a larrge number off participants in the
study. Figuure 3 below shows that 84.5% of the parrticipants indiccated that theyy used Arabizii with their friiends
first and 41.7% of them also mentioneed that they didd so with stranngers through cchatting onlinee. By contrast, only
8.5% said their siblings were the first to contact usinng Arabizi andd still none choose parents. Inndeed, in a diffferent
occasion, all participantts, except one,, said their parrents did not uuse Arabizi, w
whereas more than three qua
arters
(77.8%) off the participannts confirmed that their friennds used Arabizi.

Fiigure 3. The Social Context of Arabizi
q
askingg participants to list all peopple they comm
municated withh using Arabizi and
In anotherr open-ended question
which wass responded too by 58 particippants, the answ
wers fell in fouur categories; these are 1) Frriends, 2) stran
ngers
over the innternet, 3) Siblings and otheer relatives of tthe same age aand 4) People who understaand but cannot read
Arabic. Onne participant (i.e., AU72) exxplained whatt she meant byy ‘people who uunderstand buut can't read Arrabic’
as foreigneers who have been
b
working in Saudi Arabbia for a long tiime. By contraast, in a differeent question assking
about withh whom particcipants had neever used Araabizi, many respondents refe
ferred to parennts and old people.
Some of tthese respondeents mentionedd the reason fo
for this as that these people “would not unnderstand Ara
abizi”
(AU2). Otther participannts also stated that they had not used Arabbizi with colleeagues at workk and teacherss and
lecturers aat university beecause “it is noot appropriate to use Arabizzi in formal coommunicationss” (AU10). Mo
oving
to the toppics of comm
munications in which Arabizi is used, thhese fell into three categorries as follows: 1)
Occasionaal conversationns among friends (e.g., “greettings” (AU4); “to arrange foor a meeting with friends” (A
AU5);
“for sociallization and daaily topics”; “ssocial topics” ((AU12)); 2) prrivate topics am
mong friends ((e.g., “when I want
to discuss a problem freeely with a frieend” (AU45); “private topiccs that I don’t want my famiily to know ab
bout”
(AU21); ““secrets I sharre with my friiends” (AU633); “dating” (A
AU72); “to exxpress my feellings” (AU11))); 3)
general topics in publicc discussions aand platforms (e.g., “to disccuss a new evvent” (AU24);; “fashion” (A
AU3);
“sport” (A
AU36); “topics in gaming cchat platformss” (AU16)). O
On the other hand, a numbber of topics were
mentionedd by the particiipants as not tto be written inn Arabizi. Som
me participantts stated “serioous matters” (A
AU1)
or “importtant matters” (A
AU6).
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5.3 Arabizi Users’ and Non-Users’ Attitudes
This section reports the results about the attitudes expressed by participants about Arabizi use based on their
response to two questions in the survey. Results arising from a fourth question dealing with their perception of
older people’s attitude toward this phenomenon are also presented here. In one question which asked participants
to indicate whether Arabizi was a bad or good phenomenon and to provide a reason for their answers, 55
participants responded. Twenty-six (47.3%) of these thought it was good and the reasons provided were in line
with the following:
“It facilitates learning English and English letters” (AU36).
“It gives freedom in self-expression” (AU12).
“It allows for expressing feelings freely without the fear of detection when messaging the other gender” (AU53).
“It is easy” (AU9).
“It allows for understanding other Arabic dialects” (AU72).
By contrast, 17 respondents (30.9%) had the attitude that Arabizi was bad for reasons that were consistent with the
following:
“It is a sign of abandoning mother tongue” (AU1).
“It leads to changing Arabic language” (AU4).
“It destroys the ability in using Arabic” (AU17).
“It leads to the loss of Arab identity and culture” (AU14).
“It is difficult to read and write in Arabizi” (AU32).
“Arabic loses its purity” (AU45).
In addition, a great majority of the 161 non-users expressed attitudes in line with these negative attitudes of users.
However, these non-users wrote a harsher language to express their attitudes. Some of them said the following:
“it is superficial” (ANU103), “silly phenomenon” (ANU2), “it indicates ignorance” (ANU4), “it is disgusting”
(ANU112) and “it is a stupid language and used solely by teens” (ANU152). However, 12 participants (21.8%)
expressed their attitudes in neutral terms. They provided statements such as “it is neither good nor bad” (AU18),
“every one expresses meaning in the way s/he likes” (AU21), “it is a personal preference” (AU12) and “it is just
fun” (AU60). Furthermore, approximately equal numbers of participants believed that Arabizi is a cultural
phenomenon that would endure for many years (23 out of 47 participants; 49%) or would end soon (24 out of 47
participants; 51%). Those who believed that it would endure held this belief because i) it is easier, ii) it is a new
version of written Arabic iii) there is a mix between and iv) it is very popular among the new generation, who
decides what happens in the future. On the other hand, the respondents who thought it would end soon attributed
this to reasons such as i) writing in Arabic has become possible in software programmes and social media
platforms, ii) its use is restricted to teens and when they get older, they will abandon it, iii) it is just trendy now
and will end soon and iv) teaching English has improved and people will start to use either Arabic or English.
The great majority of our participants (80%) perceived the older generation to hold negative attitudes toward
Arabizi. The possible reasons for such attitudes were thought to be as follows:
1) They fear the loss of Arab identity and culture
2) They consider it a sign of abandoning identity and culture
3) They consider it a blind imitation of the western culture
4) It is an insult to Arabic language
In contrast, only 12% of the participants perceived the older generation to hold positive attitudes, with the rest 8%
being unsure about this. The following section presents the results about the participants’ perceptions about the
advantages and disadvantages of Arabizi.
5.4 The Perceived Advantages and Disadvantages of Arabizi Use
One close-ended question listing some advantages and disadvantages that there were revealed by previous
studies was included in the questionnaire. However, to allow participants to provide their own responses, two
open-ended questions focusing on each of these aspects separately were also included. Starting with the results
of the close-ended question, it was found that more participants held negative beliefs with regard to Arabizi use.
Forty-six out of 65 participants (70.8%) believed that youngsters risk losing their writing ability in Arabic
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language when they use Arabizi (43.1%) or that the Arabic language is merging with English, and it’s losing its
identity (27.7%). By contrast, only 19 participants (29.2%) embraced the positive belief that Arabizi makes
communication easy and modernizes their language. However, the open-ended questions revealed a wider range
of advantages and disadvantages. As for the advantages, participants’ responses were consistent with what was
found in questions probing their reasons for using Arabizi or reasons for their positive attitudes toward the
phenomenon. These were as follows:
It allows “easier communication among the new generation” (AU3)
It is “faster in writing” (AU31) and “better than switching forth and back between Arabic and English keyboards”
(AU21)
“It is fun” (AU60)
It is “a communication code among friends and brothers” (AU6) and “it is difficult to read by older people, so
parents cannot read messages” (AU59) and therefore “it allows teens to express what they want” (AU27)
“It facilitates communication with those who understand but cannot read Arabic” (AU10)
“It helps those who don’t have an Arabic keyboard” (AU7)
On the other hand, some disadvantages were also uncovered. These are provided below:
“It leads to the loss of Arab identity” (AU3)
“It is a threat to Arabic language” (AU14)
“It leads to spelling problems when writing in Arabic or English” (AU5)
“It leads to lack of ability to express oneself in Arabic” (AU8)
“It does not have a standard form and anyone can invent new forms” (AU46)
“It lacks eloquence” (AU1)
“It is not understood by all” (AU21)
It is important to note that these disadvantages were also similar to those mentioned by the 161 nonusers who
responded the questionnaire.
6. Discussion
The finding reported revealed that Arabizi was used by our participants for a set of different reasons although
some reasons were more popular than others. The first and most popular reason indicated by more than half of
the participants was that Arabizi was considered a communication code among their generation. This might
mean that they use it because it ensures their privacy and helps them perform a social identity. This reason was
not revealed by any of the previous Arabizi studies apart from Palfreyman and Al-Khalil (2003), who pointed out
that some of their Emirati participants, stated that the use of privacy could ensure their privacy. This is also
consistent with what was proposed for the use of textisms in English. For example, Wray (2002) maintained that
performing social identity is an important reason of the use of textisms. The lack of the Arabic keyboard was the
second most popular reason for Arabizi use by our participants. This confirms what was found by Yaghan (2008),
who revealed that the absence of Arabic keyboard was the main reason for his Jordanian university students to
use Arabizi. However, none of the other Arabizi studies in other Arab countries found this. A third reason
mentioned by some of our participants was that Arabizi was more expressive than Arabic. This refers to users’
ability to express their dialects in a written form and their feelings. Indeed, the same finding was reached by
Yaghan (2008) in Jordan, and Bahrainwala (2011) and Taha (2015) in the United Arab Emirates. This is also
consistent with the proposal of Androutsopoulos (2011) that in CMC communications, users resort to textisms,
such as the use of the phonetic rather than orthographic spelling of a word, to sound as if they were speaking,
and thus, informal. According to Tagg (2009), informality in communication might be performed because users
tend to be intimate in their text-based communications.
Concerning the social context of Arabizi, it seems to be widespread among educated people who range in age
between 18 and 35 years. Indeed, the results showed that the majority of those who used Arabizi were between
18 and 35 years old (86.1%) and only a minority (13.9%) was over 35 years old. In addition, 87.5% of the
participants were graduate or postgraduate students or degree holders. Although this might reflect the age range
and educational degree level of the participants of the study rather than the actual age range and educational
degree level of the people who use Arabizi, this seems to be consistent with Abu Sa‟aleek’s (2014) study, which
found that Arabizi was widespread among university students. Also, this is consistent with what Palfreyman and
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Al- Khalil’s (2003) participants reported that Arabizi would be used mainly among educated people. However,
further research, particularly qualitative and large scale, is needed to confirm this finding. Moreover, Arabizi
seems to be the communication system primarily used among friends and individuals of the same age and mainly
in informal contexts. This appears from the finding that social media and friends were the two main sources from
which participants heard about and learned Arabizi. In addition, the two widely cited points of contacts that
participants used Arabizi with were friends and strangers in social media platforms; only 8.5% of participants
mentioned siblings of the same age as points of contact in Arabizi and none mentioned using it with parents,
older people, colleagues at work, teachers at school or university. Support for this also comes from the results of
another question in which participants stated that they used Arabizi neither with parents or older people because
these would not understand Arabizi nor with colleagues at work because Arabizi was thought not to be
appropriate for formal contexts. This is compatible with the findings of Bahrainwala (2011), whose Emirati
participants stated that they would not use Arabizi in formal relations.
With regards to attitudes toward Arabizi, the results revealed that a third of participants thought it was a bad
phenomenon and still about 20% of them were neutral. Those who perceived Arabizi positively held beliefs
about its power to facilitate communication, to give freedom of self-expression and allow for understanding
other Arabic dialects. On the other hand, negative attitude holders focused in their expressed beliefs about
Arabizi damaging effects on Arabic culture and language. In addition, neutral attitude holders stated that it is
neither good nor bad as it is a personal preference which communication system to use. This seems to be partly
consistent with some previous literature as while in some studies (Al-Haq, 2015; Palfreyman & Al-Khalil, 2003)
only positive attitudes prevailed among participants, in other studies (Bahrainwala, 2011) only negative attitudes
were expressed by participants. Yet, Taha’s (2015) study participants held both positive and negative attitudes at
the same time, which was closer to what was found in our study. While it is not clear why some studies found
mainly positive or mainly negative attitudes, what seems to be important is that both attitudes exist, and our
study provides evidence for this. However, what needs interpretation is why some users communicate in Arabizi
although they see it as a negative phenomenon. Two possible interpretations can be provided here. First, it might
be the case that they really did not want to use Arabizi because they viewed it negatively as damaging to their
mother tongue, but they used it because they found themselves forced to communicate thorough it as their
friends used it when they contacted them or they did not have Arabic keyboards in the communication devices
they owned. What validates this interpretation is that most participants mentioned that their friends used Arabizi
when they contacted them and about a third of the participants indicated that the absence of Arabic keyboard was
their reasons for using Arabizi.
The perceived advantages and disadvantages of Arabizi use revealed to be widely consistent with participants’
reasons for using Arabizi and the beliefs they used to justify their positive attitudes. Conversely, the
disadvantages were also compatible with participants’ reasons for rejecting to use Arabizi and the beliefs they
used to justify their negative attitudes. One of the advantages of Arabizi was that it is easier and faster to use in
communication between people. As mentioned above, this was mentioned by some participants as their reason
for using Arabizi, but it was not as popular as other reasons. Another important and more popular advantage was
that Arabizi is a communication code among the young generation and it cannot be understood by the older
generation. Indeed, the privacy issue seemed to be very important to these participants as some stated “it is
difficult to read by older people, so parents cannot read messages” (AU59) and “it allows teens to express what
they want” (AU27). It was argued in section 5.2 above that ensuring privacy and performing a social identity
could be one of the most important triggers for the rise of Arabizi or adopting it by youths. This seems to be
supported further by this advantage mentioned by our participants. Still for others, the advantage of Arabizi was
that it compensates for the absence of the Arabic keyboard from technological devices. By contrast, most of the
disadvantages mentioned by participants were relating to its damaging effect on the Arabic language and culture
and on users’ linguistic abilities in spelling and self-expression in Arabic. These disadvantages were held by
some of those who used Arabizi. Yet, these were the same disadvantages mentioned by those who refused to use
Arabizi. So, these disadvantages seemed to be effective on some participants to the extent that they averted from
using Arabizi.
7. Conclusion
The present study aimed to explore some sociolinguistic aspects of a phenomenon called Arabizi, which is a
linguistic system used by Saudi youths in their CMC communications. The literature review showed that studies
conducted in the Saudi context focused primarily on the linguistic aspects of the phenomenon and studies in
other Arab contexts such as Jordan and United Arab Emirates were found to be limited in scope necessitating
and not providing sufficient information about the phenomenon. To bridge the gap in previous research, a study
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was designed to explore different sociolinguistic aspects of the phenomenon related to why it is used, how it is
used with respect to with whom it is used and the topics in which it is used or not used, the attitudes of its users
toward its use and the perceived advantages and disadvantages of its use. A survey was developed and posted
online in public Saudi twitter webpages and through WhatsApp to groups of friends. This research is believed to
have made an original contribution to knowledge about the linguistic phenomenon under study: Arabizi. First,
this is the first sociolinguistic study on Arabizi in Saudi Arabia. Second, different from previous studies on the
use of Arabizi in other Arab countries. This study is wider in scope as it explored a number of sociolinguistic
aspects (i.e., why and how Arabizi is used, the attitudes of its users toward its use and their perceived advantages
and disadvantages of its use) that were not looked into in one single study. Exploring all of these aspects together
in this study provides betters insights into this phenomenon.
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